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Victoria’s native ecosystems are in serious and unprecedented decline. It is essential for the
Victorian state to retain and maintain the health of native ecosystems for wide ranging reasons.
These include the provision of habitat for native fauna and flora, many of which have become
threatened or endangered, the production of water for human and non-human populations, climate
change mitigation, bushfire mitigation, maintaining healthy rivers and waterways, clean air, cultural
health and vitality – both Indigenous and non-Indigenous, mental health, education, science,
recreation, tourism, industry, and ensuring the survival and viability of future generations.
Basically, without viable ecosystems, we are nothing.
Processes and factors causing the decline of Victoria’s biodiversity and ecosystems (most or all of
which also contribute to climate change, which in turn makes ecosystem decline worse) are many
and varied. They include the inappropriate use of fire in industrial scale planned burning, logging of
old-growth and high conservation value forests, land clearing for development, destruction of
threatened species habitat, coal combustion, wood driven biomass burning, sea bed dredging,
inappropriate commercial fishing, degradation / lack of protection of remnant vegetation, roadside
clearing of native vegetation, mining, industrial / chemical pollution, legal and illegal killing of
native fauna, unsustainable farming, feral animals such as deer, and badly managed plantations.
Weak or non-existent environment legislation, the failure to write or implement threatened species
action statements under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, overblown timeframes involved in
getting a threatened species listed (years in some cases), vague codes of practice, and the stripping
of funding for biodiversity staff in DELWP mean that these processes often continue unchecked,
breaches are not penalized unless citizen scientists bring them before the courts, and scientific
surveys are not done prior to or after actions such as planned burning and logging. The EES
process has also been criticized as being weak, and heavily weighted towards proponents rather
than the environment.
First Nations people are impacted negatively by these processes, which have destroyed, are
destroying or are planned to destroy tribal homelands, cultural landscapes, animal totems, and
cultural heritage including archaeological artifacts. These processes have caused, are causing and
will cause dispossession of homelands, intergenerational trauma and poverty, and ongoing
inequality and lack of a voice within the racist structures of existing colonial institutions and
agencies.
I will provide some examples to illustrate ways in which Victoria is catastrophically failing to protect
and restore essential native ecosystems, within the terms of reference.
1. Industrial Scale Planned Burning.
Every year the Victorian government via it’s agency Forest Fire Management Victoria (FFMV),
conducts planned burns in hundreds of thousands of hectares of native forest.
There have been several inquiries and a Royal Commission into bushfires, which examined the
efficacy and impacts of this practice. There is increasing compelling scientific evidence that burning
forests does not reduce bushfire risk. There is mounting evidence to the contrary, that in fact
burning forests (especially too frequently, and with high intensity) increases forest flammability,
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while flammability is shown to be reduced the longer a forest is left unburned (for example see refs
1,2,3,4,5,6,7), as it reaches stasis and regulates it’s own ‘fuels’ via a number of ecological mechanisms.
These include small mammals and birds, lyre birds (8,9), insects and fungi which efficiently turn over
and convert dead vegetation to life sustaining, moisture retaining compost. Planned burning
threatens keystone fuel reducing species (10,11) and as such places the entire landscape at risk from
catastrophic bushfire.
Frequent burning promotes thick and rapid vegetation growth as a response, whilst also drying out
the landscape, vegetation, soils, and reducing humidity. Frequent burning carried out by the
Victorian government is often below the ‘tolerable fire interval’ (TFI) of many ecological vegetation
classes (EVCs), causing the permanent decline and loss of forest diversity and health. The term ‘fuel’
is problematic in management cultures. ‘Habitat’ is the ecologically correct and appropriate term to
describe dynamic native vegetation.
The multi-million dollar planned burning industry (see budget examples, Appendix 1) must change to be
in step with the science, rather than perpetuating itself as a political response to, and promoting
public fear about bushfires. This lucrative industry has been referred to as ‘red gold’ amongst
initiates. In successive Gippsland fire seasons we observe ‘campaign fires’ being left to burn over
weeks and months, lining the pockets of agencies and their many hundreds of summer crew
employees, rather than spending budget resources on quickly extinguishing fires close to the point
of ignition. Burning hundreds of thousands of hectares of native forest every year is not keeping
Victorians safer, nor protecting ecosystems. Rather, it is causing widespread ecosystem collapse.
Planned burns increase the effects of climate change by releasing huge amounts of carbon and
smoke, reducing the oxygen and water producing capacity of forests, and reducing moisture in
forests, thereby increasing temperatures and flammability. Planned burns reduce the forest’s
capacity to regulate the environment.
Planned burns ride roughshod over the ecosystems which provide the habitat for threatened and
endangered species of flora and fauna. Clearly Victorian legislation has not been adequate to
protect them, and nor do Victorian agencies seem to adhere to federal legislation protecting
species within their jurisdiction. The process of planning a burn allows for threatened and
endangered species to be within a burn footprint, with inadequate or no provisions for buffers.
Three of many examples include:
i) The Greater Glider (Petauroides volans), protected at the state and federal level. There were
several Greater Glider sites within the Beach Road planned burn (2OOR0158) at Ewings Marsh near
Orbost in 2017. There were no Greater Glider provisions in the burn plan, and in fact there was no
mention of them at all. (Appendices 2, 3)
ii) The New Holland Mouse (Pseudomys novaehollandiae), protected at the state and federal level.
A planned burn at Providence Ponds Nature Reserve near Stratford in 2017 incinerated known
populations. (12,13)
iii) Colquhoun grevillea (Grevillea celata), protected at the federal and state level. Known
populations were incinerated at the Radar Hill planned burn (GP-TAM-NOW-0051) near Bruthen in
2019 (Appendix 4).
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Cultural heritage was also identified within the Beach Road and Radar Hill burn footprints, and has
been potentially destroyed or contaminated. Three previously mapped scar trees within the Beach
Road burn were not able to be located by FFMV (14), perhaps having been destroyed by previous
years of frequent planned burning.
DELWP’s Hazardous Tree Program, as part of fire management is another contentious issue.
Scientists, arborists, conservationists and community have questioned DELWP’s mandate to log
remnant, healthy trees along thousands of kilometers of roadsides across the state. (15,16) (Appendices
5, 6) This program costs Victorians $ millions every year, for example in DELWP’s 2016 – 2017 fuel
management budget, hazardous tree removal cost $7 million. (17) (Notably, access to this information
which was previously available, is no longer publically accessible on FFMV’s website.)

The program uses poor science, with inadequately qualified field workers able to make tree
assessments after a brief training course, rather than properly qualified arborists doing the work.
Tree destruction under this program appears overwhelmingly random, arbitrary and unnecessary.
The numbers of healthy habitat trees, including hollow-bearing trees being killed is excessive, while
the visual amenity of once beautiful forest roads has been permanently degraded. The loss of
hollow-bearing trees is recognized as a Threatening Process under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Act (1988) (18)
Following the 2019/2020 bushfires, DELWP in conjunction with FFMV and Vic Forests went in hard
clearing native vegetation from up to 30 meters either side of major roads such as the Princess
Highway, and wide spread forested roads and tracks. While a certain amount of genuinely
hazardous fire damaged trees needed to be removed for public safety, many were not fire
damaged, not dangerous, or on major thoroughfares. While the public were still in shock and
recovering from summer’s trauma, this went on virtually unquestioned and unnoticed on forest
roads hidden away from the public eye. (15) (Appendix 4) In January 2020, DELWP made a new deal
with Vic Forests under their Bushfire management Agreement (originally signed in 2012) to supply
the logs commercially to the latter, the details of which were obtained via FOI by environment
groups (Appendix 6). The opportunism of using a fire tragedy to supply commercial quantities of logs
to industry is morally, environmentally and perhaps legally corrupt. It should be independently
investigated.
Overall, planned burning is sucking up millions of dollars of public funds that could otherwise be
used to restore and protect Victorian ecosystems and fund desperately needed biodiversity staff
within the public land management agencies. Victorians are paying to have their natural and
cultural heritage destroyed. Funding must be re-directed to habitat restoration and maintenance,
scientific monitoring and reporting, making individual private properties fire-ready, increasing fire
fighting (rather than fire lighting) capability, and an independent review into the outcomes of
DELWP’s failing fuel reduction program.
2. Old Growth & High Conservation Value Forest Logging
Old growth and high conservation value forests comprise some of the most important remnants of
native vegetation in Victoria. Less than 2% of Victoria’s original old growth forests remain, having
been decimated by clearfell logging and land clearing in the short period of time since European
invasion. They provide refuge and climate for rare and endangered plant communities, and critical
habitat for some of Victoria’s most threatened and endangered fauna. They are massive carbon
storage sinks. Their catchments filter essential water for towns to drink and for agriculture.
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The five Victorian Regional Forest Agreements (RFAs) originally signed between 1997 – 2001 have
failed Victoria’s forests, having allowed the majority of remaining old growth and high conservation
value forests to be decimated. Under the RFA’s logging operations are exempt form federal EPBC
environment laws. A renewal of the 20 year RFAs in 2020 has fallen drastically short of conservation
expectations, especially in light of the 2019/2020 bushfires. (19)
Despite the Victorian government announcing this year that logging in native forests will be phased
out by 2030, with an immediate end to old growth logging, native and high conservation value
forests which may not qualify as ‘old growth’ under the department’s working definition (20) can
little afford another 10 years of clearing. DELWP’s field assessment tool for identifying old growth
forest has been changed, making it easier to exclude old growth forests from being identified as
such, and then logged (20). They have altered the definition of ‘regrowth’ to include trees from 80100 years old. These previously ‘mature’ trees can now be counted towards the regrowth quota,
which if exceeding 15% prevents an area from being classified as old growth. It is common
scientific knowledge that old growth forests are a system in natural flux, containing a range of tree
age classes, including saplings, regrowth, mature and senescent, which maintain forest structure
and health. (21) This worrying development is contrary to protecting native ecosystems from
decline, and should be amended immediately to a less restrictive, less industry oriented, and more
ecologically accurate old-growth definition.
During summer’s devastating bushfires, over 70% of forests in East Gippsland were burned, while
millions of native animals perished. Despite this desperate situation, Vic Forests has approved
logging in around 100 new coupes in the region. The remaining unburned refuges of forest are
absolutely vital to the survival of the fauna who survived the fires. While the coupes will be logged
over several years, they will all eventually join up to provide a sea of flammable, habitat-poor
regrowth forest. Vic Forests’ agenda couldn’t be more inappropriate at this time.
Since the 2019/2020 bushfires, scientific commentary on why the fires burned so extensively and
severely has frequently pointed towards logged landscapes, prescription burning and climate
change (22,23,24,25,26,27). Logged landscapes with their dry and flammable regrowth, wide logging
roads which funnel wind to fan the flames, and dried out ecosystems created the perfect storm for
summer’s catastrophe. Dried out landscapes help create climate change, and climate change
contributes to fire severity. Land managers need to recognize that these processes are connected,
and adapt management plans accordingly. An end to native forest logging is one very important
mitigation strategy.
A timely example of current unsustainable logging in high conservation value forest after the
2019/2020 bush fires is the current Vic Forests 46 ha ‘Diblo’ coupe, number 835-511-0002 in the
Cape Conran area near Orbost. This coupe is home to the Long-footed Potoroo (Potorous
longipes), listed as endangered at the federal and state levels, and the Powerful Owl (Ninox
strenua), listed as vulnerable in Victoria. In Jan 2020, DELWP estimated the bushfires had destroyed
97% of the Long-footed Potoroo’s habitat (28), after which the Conran coastal park was also
incinerated allegedly by an escaped planned burn, destroying even more of the last remnants of
critical Potoroo habitat. It is appalling for logging to be continuing when this ecosystem, and its
inhabitants are on the brink of collapse.
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3. Funding Critical Habitat Ecosystem s
The following case study will illustrate an example of the way in which government agencies are not
adequately funded or motivated by their culture to support threatened species and their critical
habitat ecosystems. Instead it has been left to the community, volunteer groups or citizen scientists
to fund and perform this essential work.
Grey-headed Flying Fox colony in Bairnsdale.
In 2015 East Gippsland Shire Council (EGSC) cleared a third of the vegetation comprising the
nationally significant Grey-headed Flying Fox (GHFF) maternal colony along the Mitchell river at
Bairnsdale under an EPBC approved permit.
With a third of their colony vegetation removed, the nationally vulnerable GHFF were placed at
even greater peril in the struggle to survive their greatest national threats : destruction of suitable
native vegetation for habitat, breeding and feeding, increasing heat stress events (HSE) caused by
changing climate, increased persecution (for example shooting) (Appendix 8) due to being pushed
into less suitable habitat / feed areas such as orchards, suburban back yards and farms, and
increased incidents of lethal encounters with barbed wire and power lines.
GHFF are vital native forest pollinators and seed dispersers, travelling long distances at night
spreading pollen when Eucalyptus flowers are fully open and at their most potent. GHFF are the
only pollinator who does this, and without them native forests will decline and die.
On 25/01/2019, Bairnsdale’s GHFF colony was hit with a severe HSE (29, 30, 31, 32). Due to a third of
their habitat being previously removed, many of the bats were forced in to an area of Plane trees
further down river away from the colony. These trees have no vegetation underneath – just a road
which emitted a lot of heat. GHFF require multi structured vegetation from the ground up, which
holds in humidity and creates a microclimate several degrees cooler than surrounding areas. They
are able to move down in to this vegetation and shelter as the temperature rises, reducing their risk
of death by heat stress. The main colony vegetation embodies this structure along with sheltered
topography which is why the GHFF had selected it.
Due to insufficient habitat at the main colony, the flying foxes had to split into two groups during
the summer of 2018/2019, with thousands being forced to hang in the dangerously hot Plane tree
area. Over 2000 GHFF died across Gippsland with most of those deaths being at Bairnsdale. (29, 30,
31) While there were many deaths in both areas, the majority were in the Plane trees. The
responsible agencies (DELWP for the GHFF and EGSC for the site) had been ill-prepared, with no
mitigation measures put in place prior to the tragic event. The dead were piled into bags and taken
away in trailers – all DELWP could do was a body count. Wildlife volunteers worked hard to rescue
and save as many GHFF as possible, but sadly survivals by heat stressed bats from this event were
few.
Determined not to let the colony suffer this fate again, local GHFF advocates, Friends of Bats and
Habitat Gippsland (FOBHG) lobbied Department of Environment Land Water and Planning
(DELWP) and EGSC tirelessly to put measures in place before the next summer. (33) A sprinkler
system beneath the vegetation was suggested, as this had shown positive outcomes in other
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colonies. A year went by and nothing happened. By December, with the high probability of more
HSE, FOBHG worked out a plan to install a sprinkler system beneath vegetation along the path at
the bottom of the colony. A pump, sprinklers and associated plumbing as well as spray back packs
were sourced, paid for and installed by volunteers.
On 30/12/2019 Bairnsdale colony suffered another HSE. Whilst at first resistant, the agencies
agreed at the last minute to let FOBHG trial their system, and FOBHG were able to use their
sprinklers to great effect. (34) Experienced wildlife shelter volunteers were approved to triage the
event. Only 300 GHFF deaths were recorded – a vast improvement on the previous HSE. By the
time the next HSE came around on 30/01/2020 FOBHG, DELWP and approved wildlife rescuers
and carers were working co-operatively to manage the event. Sprinklers and spray backpacks were
used effectively with no deaths recorded. (34, 35) (Appendix 9)
Gippsland GHFF community advocates are still waiting for a permanent and extended watering
system to be installed at the colony by responsible agencies. The area of the colony cleared by
EGSC is still awaiting rehabilitation as required under the EPBC permit. The area must be restored
to suitable GHFF native habitat. Currently it sits exposed on the northern boundary of the colony –
a weed infested eye sore and heat trap. Contrary to ecological advice form FOBHG, EGSC installed
a wide, expensive, and badly planned zig-zag concrete path fragmenting the land and future
regeneration potential.
Hard work, frustration and personal funds were required by volunteers to reach a level of HSE
management at the Bairnsdale GHFF colony whereby GHFF lives were saved. More needs to be
done by all levels of government and responsible agencies to ensure process like this can occur
unhindered, co-operatively and with financial support in the future where threatened species and
their habitat exist. Underpinning all this, habitat restoration will be fundamental to the survival of
threatened species. Government agencies must find the funding, willpower and culture to facilitate
ecosystem survival.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This submission provides several examples out of many thousands which illustrate a state in
ecosystem, climate and extinction crises. In the shire of East Gippsland, where the majority of this
submission has been focused, there are 91 species of threatened birds, 31 species of threatened
mammals, 18 species of threatened fish, 12 species of threatened reptiles, and 9 species of
threatened vertebrates. (37)
Processes contributing to ecosystem decline and their interrelationships with climate change must
be recognized and altered. Drastic, systematic, timely changes to policy, management tools, the
uses of public funding, and land management culture must occur now for Victoria to reverse this
escalating trajectory.
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APPENDICES (1-9)

1. Examples of DELWP / FFMV fuel reduction program budgets. Extracted from DELWP / FFMV
websites.

Source: FFMV website – screenshot, August 2019.
https://www.ffm.vic.gov.au/fuel management report 2015-16/home/slides/summary-list/costs
Note, when attempting to access the pages for the years 2016-17 and 2017-18 which were previously available, one is
taken to a locked page requiring login access.

Source: DELWP website – screenshot, August 2019. Note, this page is no longer available – DELWP appear to
have removed this information from public view. When attempting to access the link, one is taken to a locked
page requiring login access.
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None

Vulnerable

None

Thick- ip Spider-orchid
(Caladenia tessellata)

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Listed

None

None

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Listed

Listed

Vulnerable

Listed

Vulnerable

Near threatened

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Thick- ip Spider-orchid
(Caladenia tessellata)

Square-tailed Kite
(Lophoictinia isura)
Square-tailed Kite
(Lophoictinia isura)
Southern Toadlet
(Pseudophryne
semimarmorata)

Square-tailed Kite
(Lophoictinia isura)

StatusVictoria

Endangered

Vulnerable

Listed

FFG Status

Listed

Powerful Owl (Ninox
strenua)

Powerful Owl (Ninox
strenua)
Powerful Owl (Ninox
strenua)

Rejected

Listed

Green and Golden Bell
Frog (Litoria aurea)

Rejected

Green and Golden Bell
Frog (Litoria aurea)

Long-nosed Potoroo
(Potorous tridactylus
tridactylus)

Listed

Value

Australasian Bittern
(Botaurus poic lopt lus)

Threat

Impact of Risk

Reduced refuge areas;
exposure to predation

Loss of important habitat
features

Loss of important habitat
features

Loss of important habitat
features

Negatively affect breeding

Negatively affect breeding

Alteration to floristic
Earthworks/ Machinery community/loss of floristic
diversi y
Alteration to floristic
community/loss of floristic
diversi y

Vulnerable -Subtropical and
Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh

Vulnerable -Subtropical and
Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh
NOTES

Fire

Alteration to floristic
Earthworks/ Machinery community/loss of floristic
diversi y

Fire

Alteration to floristic
community/loss of floristic
diversi y

Alteration to floristic
Earthworks/ Machinery community/loss of floristic
diversi y

Fire

Fire

Alteration to floristic
community/loss of floristic
diversi y
Alteration to floristic
community/loss of floristic
diversi y

None

None

None

None

Vulnerable -Subtropical and
Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh

Alteration to floristic
Earthworks/ Machinery community/loss of floristic
diversi y

Vulnerable -Subtropical and
Temperate Coastal Saltmarsh

Population decline

Destruction/ damage of
known population

Loss of important habitat
features

Negatively affect breeding

Negatively affect breeding

Fire- Season or timing

Earthworks/ Machinery

Fire- Coverage

Fire- Season or timing

Fire

Earthworks/ Machinery Negatively affect breeding

Fire- Season or timing

Fire

Earthworks/ Machinery Negatively affect breeding

Fire- Coverage

Fire

Earthworks/ Machinery

Fire- Inappropria e
regime

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Endangered

Status- National

Orbost - Beach Road
2OOR0158
Snowy

Assessment of Proposed Fuel Treatment Area- Biodiversity Values

Fuel Treatment Name
Fuel Treatment Number
District -

This advice is taken directly from federal Impact Guidelines' for
this species.

None

Ensure f re planning in ormation includes protect on of riparian
and swampy areas that may form part of the species' habitat.'
(From ABC da abase)

Contact Tony Mitche l for site visit to determine exact location
of breeding site and risk mitigation strategies
Contact Tony Mitche l for site visit to determine exact location
of breeding site and risk mitigation strategies
Contact Tony Mitche l for site vis t to determine exact locat on
of breeding si e and risk mitigation strategies

Breeding and roosting si es of this species are very sensi ive o
disturbance.

Breeding and roosting si es of his species are very sensi ive o
Contact Tony Mitche l for site visit to de ermine exact location
disturbance.
of breeding site and risk mitigation strategies
Contact Tony Mitche l for site visit to determine exact location Breeding and roosting si es of his species are very sensi ive o
of breeding site and risk mitigation strategies
disturbance.
Contact Tony Mitche l for site visit to determine exact location Breeding and roosting si es of this species are very sensi ive o
of breeding site and risk mitigation strategies
disturbance

Refer to map

Refer to map

Other
Fire most likely to be a threat if buring wetland vegetation.
Advice may include exclusion of wetland habitat and areas on
fringes of wetland

Plan for this EVC to remain unburnt during burning operations. This EVC is a
wetland.

Minimise soil and vegetation disturbance along road verges within this EVC.
Minimise soil disturbance associated with removing and protecting hazardous
trees. Avoid/protect this EVC from new works (ie outside existing road
footprint) Slashing/mulchi
Minimise soil and vegetation disturbance along road verges within this EVC.
Minimise soil disturbance associated with removing and protecting hazardous
trees. Avoid/protect this EVC from new works (ie outside existing road
footprint). Slashing/mulchi

Plan for this EVC to remain unburnt during burning operations. This EVC is
considered ire sensi ive.

Minimise soil and vegetation disturbance a ong road verges within this EVC.
Minimise soil disturbance associated with removing and protecting hazardous
trees. Avoid/protect this EVC from new works (ie outside exis ing road
footprin ) Slashing/mulchi

Avoid direct ignition during burning. This EVC contains riparian vegetation.

Plan for this EVC to remain unburnt during burning operations. This EVC is a
wetland.

Minimise soil and vegetation disturbance a ong road verges within this EVC.
Minimise soil disturbance associated with removing and protecting hazardous
trees. Avoid/protect this EVC from new works (ie outside exis ing road
footprin ) Slashing/mulchi

Burning in la e summer or early autumn w ll reduce this risk to the species.

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map

Refer to map Contact Kerry Seaton DELWP Orbost to
discuss exact loca ion of this species and risk mitigation
strategies

Fire Independent

Fire Independent

Fire Dependant

Fire Sensitive

Fire Sensitive

Fire Influenced

Fire Independent

Fire Independent

Inapproporiate timing of ire is identified as a threat to this
species in the National Recovery Plan. NRP suggests burning
in late summer or early autumn will reduce this risk to the
species. High prof le species and sites with orchid enthusias s

Breeding and roosting si es of this species are very sensi ive o
disturbance
Breeding and roosting si es of this species are very sensi ive o
disturbance
No nfo n ABC. Survey Report after B ack Saturday Fires
A low intensity mosaic burn is preferred for this species to ensure patches of
Contact Tony Mitche l for site visit to determine exact location suggests pre survey of sites prior to prescribed burning but no
habitat remain at the si e post burn
of breeding si e and risk mitigation strategies
indication burning should be excluded
Roadworks are identified in the National Recovery Plan and
Action Statement as a threat o this species. Species grows
Values assessor to provide site specific advice for this species relevant to the
Refer to map Contact Kerry Seaton DELWP Orbost to
close to some roads. Any works associated with burning need
planned burning or works.
discuss exact loca ion of this species and risk mitigation
to address actions within the National Recovery Plan for the
strategies
species High p

Protect nest or roost site from machinery during pre-burn works. Works
should not occur within 250m of nest tree during breeding season (May to
Sept) Values assessor to provide site specific advice or this record
Protect nest or roost site from burning. Values assessor to provide si e
specific advice for this record
Exclude burning within 250m of nest site during breeding season (May to
Sept) Values assessor to provide site specific advice or this record
Protect nest or roost site from machinery during pre-burn works. Works
should not occur within 250m of nest tree during breeding season (Aug - Nov).
Values assessor to provide site specific advice for this record
Protect nest or roost si e from burning. Values assessor to provide si e
specific advice for this record
Exclude burn ng within 250m of nest site during breeding season (Aug to Nov).
Values assessor to provide site specific advice for this record

A low intensity mosaic burn is preferred for this species to ensure patches of
habitat remain at the site post burn

Plan for riparian areas and vegetation around waterbodies to remain unburnt
during burning operations.

Location Details

Marc Perri - Senior Biodiversity Officer, Orbost
03 5161 1326
Jun-15

Refer to map
Exclude works from riparian areas and around waterbodies. Ensure works do
not alter current drainage and hydrology patterns in and around waterbodies.
Any works required in and around waterbodies with records of this species
Refer to map
should occur in March to Apri

Exclude works in riparian and wetland vegeta ion. Avoid direct ignition of
riparian and wetland vegetation.

Mitigation

Assessor Name and Position
Contact Number
Date Assessed
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2. Assessment of Proposed Fuel Treatment Area – Biodiversity Values.
Source: FFMV burn plan 2OOR0158, Beach Rd Burn in Ewings Morass, 2017.
Note: Greater Glider not mentioned.
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3. Map of significant fauna at Ewings Morass – taken from Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA), 2017.
Burn 2OOOR0158 covers the area to the right of Dinner Creek (the right hand side two thirds of the
map). Note, a number of Greater Glider (Petauroides volans) records.

4. Barnes. M, on behalf of Gippsland Community Fire Watch (2019), Example of
DELWP/FFMV Planned Burn – 2019. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill (GP-TAM-NOW-0051)
Tambo : Gippsland 1878 ha Ignited April 7 & 8, 2019.
See attached PDF titled: Radar Hill Final Compressed.pdf

5. Gippsland Environment Group (Feb 2020) Letter to the Office of the Conservation Regulator [info
developed in conjunction with several state and regional environment groups including Gippsland
Community Fire Watch]
Note: use the link to an online visual evidence compilation (reference 10) in conjunction with this letter.
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6. Gippsland Community Fire Watch (2018) Visual Appendix. Submission to the Senate Standing
Committees on Environment and Communications – Australia’s faunal extinction crisis. Submission
150 – Attachment 1.
See attached PDF titled: Visual Appendix compressed.pdf
Also see Submission 150:
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary Business/Committees/Senate/Environment and Communic
ations/Faunalextinction/Submissions

7. DELWP (Jan 2020) Agreement for removal and utilization of useable timber following Gippsland
fires.
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8. Grey-headed Flying Foxes found dumped near Bairnsdale by a Wildlife Victoria volunteer. Their
injuries were consistent with being shot by a pellet gun. Note : GHFF with a fig in it’s mouth. The
bats were likely to have been feeding in a local orchard when shot.

Source: Photos by Michelle Barnes.
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9. Photos illustrating FOBHG’s sprinkler system at Bairnsdale GHFF colony, and volunteers using
spray back packs to bring some relief to heat stressed bats.

Source: Photo by Michelle Barnes 30/12/2019

Source: Photo taken from DELWP footage 30/01/2020

Source: Photo by Michelle Barnes 30/01/2020
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Example of DELWP / FFMV Planned Burn - 2019

NOWA NOWA - RADAR HILL (GP-TAM-NOW-0051)
TAMBO : GIPPSLAND 1878 ha Ignited April 7 & 8, 2019

Long-unburned forest, leading down to Deadhorse Creek (a tributary of the Tambo river) within
the Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill proposed planned burn, Gurrun Gurrun Yarn State Forest.
April 5, 2019 – two days before FFMV ignition.

The forests within FFMV’s planned burn at Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill contain(ed) many
special values.(1) They embodied refuges of long-unburned forest (9iii), recognized by
scientists to be vital in slowing wildfires, and far lower in fuel, and less flammable than
recently burned forests.(1)
Grevillea celata has a highly restricted distribution, with around 1500 plants occurring only
here over an area around 12 km squared (2). It is federally listed as Vulnerable under the
EPBC act. This burn footprint contains some of the best known G. celata populations.
DELWP claim (3) they amended the burn plan to account for them after community
pressure.(1,3,4), although they had already been acknowledged in a 2017 burn planning
document. (5) When GCFW went back to survey after the burn, they found two populations
on Radar Hill itself had been incinerated. One of these populations is referred to in FFMV’s
burn plan, obtained by Gippsland Environment Group (GEG) via FOI:
“Additional plants are located on the track to Radar Hill (eastern side of the track)” (6)

FFMV deliberately burnt a protected species, despite having told community members that
Radar Hill would be burned ‘specially’, and ‘cool’. (3) To our knowledge, no EPBC permit
was sought to disturb (and kill) this species, and there was nothing cool about this burn.
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Grevillea celata – incinerated stem, in a site where FFMV knew they existed at Radar Hill, April
2019.(6)

Charred, dead Grevillea celata plant at Radar Hill, April 2019. Will DELWP report the ones
they killed or damaged after their mandatory post burn surveys? (9i)
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A population of Grevillea celata burned, and crushed by an FFMV damaged tree.
Radar Hill, April 2019.

April 2019. Healthy flowering Grevillea celata in an area nearby, but outside FFMV’s planned burn.
The Grevillea celatas are flowering at this time of year. Fire has destroyed this means of
reproduction in affected populations.
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This burn site had significant areas of healthy Banksias (several species), which flowered
regularly in the absence of fire. They are a vitally important food source for birds, insects
and fauna, such as the federally Vulnerable Grey-headed Flying-fox, which have a colony
nearby in Bairnsdale. Flying-foxes are already under huge stress and pressure to find
adequate food due to the effects of native vegetation clearing and drought. Burning, and
potentially killing viable Banksia forests places this species directly at risk.

Healthy, flowering Banksias within Nowa Nowa- Radar Hill burn site, prior to burning, April 2019.

Trashed Banksia forest after the burn, with ‘hazardous’ Eucalypt trees pushed into the vegetation.
Banksias have been burned and mechanically pushed over / smashed. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill
burn site, April 2019
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Charred remains of an intensely burnt Banksia, leaving an eerie shadow, Nowa Nowa - Radar
Hill burn, April 2019.

Burnt, bulldozed, chainsawed Banksia & Eucalypt forest, Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April 2019.
This ecosystem has been pushed to a state of structural & ecological collapse, exacerbated by dry
drought conditions.
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Forest at Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burning as a result of FFMV planned burn, April 2019.
Destructive, high intensity HOT crowning fires like these do not uphold DELWP’s mandate to
build ‘ecosystem resilience’.

Forest that was damp before this burn, now dried out, and will become more fire prone as bracken
grows with a vengeance over the next few years. This view looks down towards Stony Creek, a
tributary of the Ramsar listed Lake Tyers wetland system. Ash, soil, silt and toxic incendiary /
fire retardant chemicals will now wash downstream to these ecologically significant wetlands.
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Community member inspecting a big ‘hazardous’ tree aka a healthy habitat tree that posed no
threat to anyone, arbitrarily cut down by FFMV. One less home for fauna in this forest – among the
many hundreds of other ‘hazardous’ trees that can be seen along the roadsides, and often quite a
way into the bush of this once thriving forest. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April 2019.

‘Hazardous’ tree felled along the Radar Hill track, Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April 2019.
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Historic Radar Hill site itself. Eucalypt tree burned so hot, there’s nothing left but a shadow of ash,
and a hole where the roots were. This is very close to a population of Grevillea celata, with a burn
prescription of ‘no soil disturbance’. (19) Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April 2019.

Radar Hill itself. When inspected by GCFW prior to being burned, it was green, moist, teeming with
birdlife. Moss was found among the rocks. Now these attributes are gone, the moss destroyed,
and the forest is silent. The fire resilient qualities of this forest have been incinerated by
FFMV. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April 2019.
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Deadhorse Creek, in the eastern section of Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn flows into the
Tambo river, and then to the Gippsland Lakes. When community members surveyed this
creek after the burn, they found the entire riparian zone over a long section had been
incinerated, with peat on fire two weeks later. Burrowing crayfish casts had been literally
fired like pottery, the crayfish themselves surely having been cooked alive in their
burrows.(7) DELWP were not aware the crayfish had been there.(8) This isn’t surprising,
as they don’t undertake on the ground ecological surveys prior to burning. (17)

The upper catchment of Deadhorse Creek, incinerated in the Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April
2019. Deadhorse Creek flows into the Tambo river, which had stopped flowing this summer due
to severe drought conditions. This burn escaped control lines (11), south of the Bruthen-Nowa
Nowa road (yellow) – see finger shaped brown area to the left of small green rectangle.
Source: Google Earth, 2019.

How is burning a creek improving ecosystem resilience? How is drying out wet fire
resilient vegetation keeping the community safer? Note, fire was kept out of logging
coupe regrowth (west of Deadhorse Creek). Protecting Vic Forests’ future timber resource
seems to be a greater priority for DELWP than ecosystem values. This bias was detailed
in the burn plan.(9) It seems the logging and burning industries go hand in hand, both
administered by the same department for profit, and both having similar destructive
broad scale effects on the landscape. Did FFMV burn this forest to protect the logging
resource, as much or more than to protect a town 5 km away? The burn plan
recommended that ‘no direct ignition’ (12) should occur in riparian vegetation types, and
that ‘alteration to floristic community / loss of floristic diversity’(12) was the potential
impact. Whether it was directly ignited or not, Deadhorse Creek, was utterly incinerated.
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Giant Burrowing Crayfish cast, fired like pottery. Deadhorse creek, Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn
April 2019. (Photo: GEG)

Deadhorse Creek riparian vegetation, and peat on fire two weeks after FFMV’s burn.
April 2019. (Photo: GEG)
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Deadhorse creek riparian vegetation, pre-burn. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn area, April 2019.

FFMV’s stated ignition pattern plan at Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn (3,6,9iv,19), and
confirmed by GCFW observations, was to hand ignite the perimeters, and then finish
the job during the days following by dropping aerial incendiaries into the guts of the
forest. This approach ensures animals can’t escape, and is at odds with Finding 12,
Recommendation 9, and various discussion in the Legislative Council Environment
and Planning Committee Inquiry into Fire Season Preparedness (10) to consider
animal welfare in planned burns. Perimeter ignition is the cruelest method.

Excerpt from FFMV’s burn plan for Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill.(6) Perimeter ignition
on day one followed by subsequent internal ignition with aerial incendiaries (AI).
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Burn plan GP-TAM-NOW-0051 specifies that this burn was supposed to be ‘low
intensity’ (13). FFMV did not deliver this objective. FFMV’s fire inferno burned so
intensely that trees were turned to ash, protected plants destroyed, and creeks
incinerated. The fire crowned in many instances, burning moisture retaining
mulch down to bare soil, which itself was also baked. Insects and other
invertebrates, fungi, and microbes critical to composting dead vegetation and
creating life-giving soil could not have survived this burn in many areas. This
forest ecosystem will now enter a period of great fragility, instability, and
increasing vulnerability to future fires. Its resilience has been severely weakened.
Drought conditions meant that the forest was drier than usual, and was only
beginning to regain some moisture after a long hot summer, with a smattering of
recent rain. Any chance this forest, and its inhabitants had to revive themselves,
was cruelly snatched away over two weeks in April. FFMV knew the conditions
were perilously dry (14), but failed to exercise the Precautionary Principle.

Radar Hill the morning before it was set alight – green, and misty. April 2019.

Radar Hill 3 weeks after it was incinerated – parched and smoky. April 2019.
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FFMV scorched earth policy, Radar Hill April 2019. This was a habitat stronghold for the fungus
gnat that pollinates the recently discovered and newly named species of orchid, Pterostylis
scapula (referred to by DELWP as Green-striped Greenhood(19ii) and also referred to as
Pterostylis smaragdyna var. rubirostrata, Red-beaked Tall Greenhood by Mitch Smith (1))
which grew here amongst the rocks. It had aerial parts, and was two weeks away from
flowering. The gnat requires rotting logs and mulch in unburned forest. (16) DELWP were
unaware this species existed here when they planned this burn.(17) A ‘low intensity’ burn was
specifically recommended again two days prior to burning, yet Radar Hill was incinerated.

Felled habitat (’hazardous’) tree, and burnt Banksias. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn April 2019.
Destruction of healthy habitat and hollow bearing trees, and other mechanical works cost the
taxpayer AT LEAST $45,000 for this planned burn.(15)
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Banksia death zone. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill Burn, April 2019. Note, the burnt canopy and
fallen trees have opened up the forest to the drying effects of light, wind and evaporation.

$45,000 worth of destruction : mechanical works to bulldoze dirt, trees and habitat, and
chainsaw hundreds of veteran roadside trees. Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn, April 2019.
(15) Works costs in reality could be far greater, as this was a 2016 estimate.
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There are many other ecological values thoughout this burn area that have not been
discussed, and/or photographed here, for example the presence of the Giant
Burrowing Frog, rare orchids, and various significant EVC’s. It has been impossible to
tell how they have been accounted for in SPZs, and burn exclusion zones, as DELWP
did not initially supply the operational maps with the burn plan obtained by GEG
through FOI.
At the time of completing this document, an operational map was eventually
supplied, nearly 2 months after the burn plan was requested. Detail is scant, the
SPZs (special protection zones) for Giant Burrowing Frog not marked, with no
mention of the frog, and not one burn exclusion zone for ecological values over the
entire site. (19) Operational maps supplied for previous burns contained multiple
maps, with far more detail. This version appears to be very dumbed down.
The doors to openess and accountability are narrowing (18) as DELWP’s burning
policies become increasingly unpopular (20,21), and the public eye scrutinizes more
than ever before. Frequent intense burns have diminishing social licence – the
science says, and the people see that this is not keeping anyone safer.

PREPARED BY GIPPSLAND COMMUNITY FIRE WATCH – JUNE 2019

Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn – a low intensity fire?
Burn achievements : Biodiversity reduction, fuel production.
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References:
1. Letter from GCFW to Minister and senior fire managers, re Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill
planned burn. Note – this burn went ahead regardless, before any written response
was received.

April 4, 2019
To:
Mick Beckers – Senior Forest Fire Management Officer – Fuel Management, Tambo District
Brad Fisher – Tambo District Manager
Bethany Roberts – Assistant Chief Fire Officer, Gippsland
Lily D’Ambrosio – Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change

We are writing to raise concern about planned burn: GP-TAM-NOW-0051
(also known as NOWA NOWA-RADAR HILL) in Tambo District, Gippsland.
Please supply a copy of the burn plan.
Have DELWP / FFMV conducted any pre-burn, on the ground biodiversity and cultural heritage surveys within the
planned burn area? If so, is this information publicly available, and where?
What is the objective of this burn? Why is it zoned Bushfire Moderation? There appear to be no assets nearby.
Who is the officer in charge of this burn?
What is the monetary cost of this burn?
This burn is due to commence within the next 24 hours. Gippsland Community Fire Watch (GCFW) requests an
urgent pause and review of this burn until:
- An onsite meeting is organized between DELWP/FFMV, and concerned community members, ecologists, and
other stakeholders who may come forward (such as traditional owners).
- Pre-burn on the ground surveys for significant species, biodiversity values, and cultural heritage are carried out.
These would occur with the objective of getting this burn removed permanently from the Tambo district fuel
management plan.
GCFW’s concerns are outlined below:
1. The area contains a refuge and reference area of LONG-UNBURNED forest. The majority of this burn area has
not been burned since 1981 / 1982 (1).
Long-unburned vegetation is vital to Victoria’s scientific / ecological knowledge base, because it is so rare. Very few
areas of native vegetation remain that have not been impacted and degraded by frequent anthropomorphic fire
management. These important reference areas must be left unburned, so that we can continue to monitor and learn
from them. It is well documented that long-unburned forest is far more fire resilient, and far less flammable than
areas that have been frequently burnt. (for example, 2,3,4,5). It is imperative that we can continue to study the
mechanisms behind this, and recognize these areas as the gems in the landscape that they are. We saw in 2017
that after community consultation, FFMV were prepared to change fire planning at Nelson’s Road, Nowa Nowa, to
exclude areas of long-unburned forest for these reasons.
2. The area contains several significant plant species:
Grevillea celata – Colquhoun Grevillea.
EPBC – Vulnerable, FFG – threatened, DEPI Advisory List – vulnerable. This area is the stronghold for this
species, which is found nowhere else in Victoria. There are several records within this planned burn footprint (1).
The National Recovery Plan for G. celata states ‘inappropriate fire regime’ as a threat (6). Bracken which appears
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with a vengeance after burning smothers this species, which is already slow to recover from fire (6)(7).
Furthermore, plants ‘may be severely browsed by native herbivores’ (7) following fire. Quite a number of records of
this plant have been found in recent years within the planned burn footprint, doing well in the absence of fire, which
hasn’t occurred in the majority of the burn footprint since 1982. Some existing examples of this species are progeny
from recent mechanical disturbance (roading, track work), and will not have produced enough seeds to fulfill the
biological requirements for regeneration after a fire event. (Mitch Smith, pers.com. April 4, 2019). What measures
are in place to protect Grevillea celata in this burn plan?
Platysace ericoides – Heath platysace.
DEPI Advisory List – rare (near threatened)
What measures are in place to protect Platysace ericoides in this burn plan?
Caladenia peisleyi – Heath Spider-orchid
FFG – threatened, DEPI Advisory List – vulnerable.
While this orchid may flower after a fire, it doesn’t need fire to reproduce, as evidenced by a number of records here
in recent years which occurred in the absence of fire. It’s emergency response to fire may be to flower, but then is
unlikely to flower again in the absence of it’s only pollinator, a native wasp (Mitch Smith, op.cit.)(Appendix 1). These
wasps are killed by fire, while those surviving outside the fire zone will not venture into the burnt area to pollinate
(Mitch Smith, op. cit.). This orchid has been observed being pollinated and flowering every year in bush that hasn’t
been burnt for 30 years, while burnt areas show very poor pollination levels (Mitch Smith, op.cit.). What measures
are in place to protect Caladenia peisleyi in this burn plan?
Pterostylis sp. – Red Beaked Tall Greenhood Orchid.
New species of orchid observed in the burn footprint by Mitch Smith, yet to be described / classified. Due to flower
in June, it is now growing out of the ground, so if burnt will be wiped out completely. This type of orchid is known to
be adversely affected by fire. (Mitch Smith op. cit.). What measures are in place to protect this new Pterostylis sp. in
this burn plan?
3. The area contains healthy, multi-age, yearly flowering Banksias (personal observation). These are a vital food
source for the EPBC listed Vulnerable Pteropus poliocephalus - Grey-headed Flying-fox (GHFF). This area is
within nightly foraging distance of the nationally significant GHFF maternal breeding colony in Bairnsdale. The
GHFF’s are already marginalized by shrinking food resources caused by habitat clearance, drought, and planned
burns, as well as heat stress (a third of the colony was lost this summer in 2019), fruit netting, predation and
electrocution. These Banksias must be left to keep doing what they do best – to flower prolifically in the absence of
fire. We observe the terrible damage done to Banksia populations at other planned burn sites in Gippsland, for
example at Marlo Bushland Reserve, where many Banksias were killed. What measures are in place to protect the
Banksias in this burn plan?
4. The burn footprint is in the Lake Tyers water catchment, which is currently compromised by drought. Runoff, and
chemical incendiaries from your burn will further degrade water quality in the lake.
To conclude, nearly 200,000 ha were burnt by recent wildfires across Gippsland. This far exceeds any target
DELWP might have had. We therefore question the desire or the need to burn any further. These forests are still in
drought, despite the recent smattering of rain. They are TOO DRY to withstand fuel reduction burning, and need to
be left alone and given the time to recover. Undertaking planned burns now will have catastrophic impacts on both
flora and fauna, with ecosystem collapse an imminent probability. What measures are in place to protect habitat for
native fauna, and the native fauna themselves in this burn plan?
Sincerely,
Michelle Barnes
On behalf of Gippsland Community Fire Watch

REFERENCES:
1. http://maps.biodiversity.vic.gov.au/viewer/?viewer=NatureKit
2. Cheal, D. (2017) Submission to the Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into Fire Season Preparedness - Bushfires
Submission 15
3. Dixon,K.M. et.al. (2018) A comparison of fuel hazard in recently burned and long-unburned forests and
woodlands. International Journal of Wildland Fire https://doi.org/10.1071/WF18037 CSIRO PUBLISHING
4. Zylstra, P. J. (2018), Flammability dynamics in the Australian Alps. Austral Ecology, 43: 578-591.
doi:10.1111/aec.12594
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5. Taylor, C., McCarthy, M.A., Lindenmayer, D.B. (2014) Nonlinear Effects of Stand Age on Fire
Severity. Conservation Letters, A Journal of The Society for Conservation Biology Vol. 7, Issue 4: 355370
6. Carter,O. and Walsh, N. (2006) National Recovery Plan For Colquhoun Grevillea Grevillea celata. Department of
Sustainability and Environment, Melbourne.
7. http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/threatened/species/pubs/64907-conservation-advice-01042016.pdf
Note: Mitch Smith (Mitchell Findlater-Smith) is the owner of Woolenook Native Plant Nursery, and an
authority on orchids. He is the co-author of numerous papers and books on this subject (happy to supply
references).
APPENDICES:
1.

Source:
Kuiter, R. Findlater-Smith, M. Lindhe. R.E (2016) Orchid Pollinators of Victoria. Aquatic Photographics, Seaford,
Victoria, Australia.

2. Threatened Species Scientific Committee (Established under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999) (2016) Conservation Advice Grevillea celata
Colquhoun grevillea

3. FFMV fire officers, April 7, 2019 @ Radar Hill burn site, personal communication with
community members.

4. Reply from DELWP Chief Fire Officer, Chris Hardman to GCFW letter.
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5. Acknowledgement of Grevillea celata in 2017 burn planning document, yet prescriptions
weren’t updated until community applied pressure in 2019. Even then the only change
afforded this protected plant was a reduction in planned burn frequency from 8, to 10
years. With the burn intensities we are seeing, extinction is a real possibility over the next
few burn cycles.

6. FFMV ‘Fuel Treatment Delivery Plan Supplement’ as an attachment to the Burn Plan for
Planned Burn GP-TAM-Now-0051, supplied to GEG (Gippsland Environment Group) in May
2019 (minus the maps).
7. Letter from GEG to FFMV Tambo District manager, Brad Fisher.

From: Louise Crisp
Sent: Tuesday, 30 April 2019 11:37 AM
To: Bradley J Fisher (DELWP)
Cc: Richard Teychenne (DELWP)
Subject: NN-Radar Hill burn - Dead Horse Ck peat still burning
Dear Brad,
I was out at the Nowa Nowa- Radar Hill burn site last Friday 26 April.
The dense riparian peat zone in Dead Horse Creek, which appeared to have been lit up from the road,
th
th
was still burning, i.e. two weeks after it was lit on April 7 & 8 .
In the absence of intervention by DELWP the peat will continue to burn underground and destroy the
riparian zone.
Will DELWP ensure the peat in the creek area is dampened down and the fire extinguished?
It is very concerning that the creek line and riparian zone have been so extensively damaged.
Why was the fire lit in this riparian area at all?
There are also number of cooked casts of burrowing crayfish lying on the surface among ash.
Was the area surveyed for burrowing crayfish before the burn was ignited?
I was deeply shocked by the complete and intense burn coverage in the area bounded by Aquarius
Track – Reformatory Rd loop, as well the hundreds of roadside hollow bearing trees that were felled
post-burn. There is barely an aged habitat tree left standing.
Louise Crisp
GEG
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8. Reply to above letter, from FFMV Tambo District manager, Brad Fisher.

From: Bradley J Fisher (DELWP) [
Sent: Wednesday, 1 May 2019 11:53 AM
To: Louise Crisp
Cc: Mick J Beckers (DELWP); Richard Teychenne (DELWP)
Subject: RE: NN-Radar Hill burn - Dead Horse Ck peat still burning

]

Hello Louise,
Thanks for your email.
Staff are out on site today assessing the area of peat that you refer to in the Dead Horse Creek area
and will determine the best course of action to take with it.
I have passed on your observations regarding the Burrowing Crayfish to the Biodiversity team.
We were not aware of this value prior to the planned burn.
No direct ignition of riparian zones occurred, the burning that is being observed is the result of parts
of the burn maintaining itself since being first ignited.
The planned burn, Nowa Nowa - Radar Hill is part of an identified fuel management program forming
a strategic corridor from Glenaladale to Wairera in Tambo District. This corridor includes a number of
burns that either directly adjoin private property, communities, assets / infrastructure, or are within
proximity to contribute risk to these values from bushfire.
As previously discussed, planned burning, particularly in areas zoned as APZ and BMZ will often have
varying degrees of impact on some values, both positive and negative. Generally the emphasis / trade
off within APZ and BMZ is towards risk reduction outcomes for the values mentioned above. In
addition burn security and the safety of staff, contractors and the general public, particularly those
associated with hazardous trees will influence how we treat vegetation along and close to road sides.
Regards
Brad Fisher | District Manager - Tambo | Forest and Fire Operations Division
Forest, Fire and Regions | Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning

9. Multiple References to Vic Forests coupes in burn plan GP-TAM-NOW-0015,
showing FFMV’s incredible emphasis on protecting Vic Forests resources, in
comparison to scant regard for ecology.

(i)
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

10. Parliament of Victoria Legislative Council Environment and Planning
Committee (2017) Inquiry into fire season preparedness – Final Report pp. 56 –
62.
11. Burn Plan admission that GP-TAM-NOW-0051 escaped control lines to south
of Bruthen-Nowa Nowa road.
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12. Burn plan GP-TAM-NOW-0051 advises no direct ignition in riparian
vegetation.

13. Burn plan GP-TAM-NOW-0051 specifies a ‘low intensity’ burn for the whole
burn area, and specifically the Colquhoun Grevillea. This was not delivered.
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14. Burn plan GP-TAM-NOW-0051 acknowledges forest dryness.

15. GP-TAM-NOW-0051 planned burn works and tasks costs, prepared in 2016
and to be completed in 2017. Whether this happened then or not is unknown.
Extra costs for ‘hazardous’ tree destruction and other works recently carried out
could be far more.

16. Personal communication with orchid expert Mitch Smith (see ref 1 for
explanation of who he is), June 3, 2019.
17. Response from DELWP Natural Environment Program Officer Gippsland
Region, Forests Fire & Regions, Willow Bourke to Mitch Smith Re: accounting for
new orchid species in GP-TAM-NOW-0051 burn plan. April 16, 2019.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Mitch,
Thank you for notifying Mick Bramwell and myself about the presence of Pterostylis scapula(synonym Bunochilus
scapula) near Reformatory Road near the recent Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill burn.
Regional Natural Environment Program staff were unaware of these records as they were not available on the
Victorian Biodiversity Atlas – now that we have received grid references of species records, we will include them in
our values checking processes.
Please see below for responses to your questions and requests:
The literature containing the acceptance of the formal description.
• A description of this species can be found at
https://vicflora.rbg.vic.gov.au/flora/taxon/86281d67-84a9-4969-9a7c-7f548f543be8

•

Also see attached paper “Two New Species of Orchidaceae from Victoria” (David Jones, 2017)

The scientific literature on the biological functions of this orchid species (including any recovery plans or
processes). The scientific literature on the effects of fire on this species.
• As you are aware, this species was only recently described, I am not aware of a recovery plan currently
available.
The reasons I was provided erroneous, inaccurate and false information regarding the biological
requirements of this orchid species.
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•

I am not aware of information that you were provided by DELWP regarding P. scapula. At the time of our
phone call on Friday 5th April 2019, we were unaware of the presence of this species at Radar Hill. Please
see below for biological considerations discussed with James Turner

The details of the revised burn plan and what ecological outcomes "were" to be achieved.
• This burn is within the Bushfire Moderation Zone, with the primary objective of developing a fuel reduced
area to the north-west of Nowa Nowa. Burns within the Asset Protection Zone and Bushfire Moderation
Zone aim for risk reduction, whereas burns within the Landscape Management Zone may have specific
ecological objectives
• Please contact Mick Beckers, Senior Fuel Management Officer, Tambo District for the burn plan
documents and how your information was incorporated
What logistical advice was provided by "biodiversity" staff to the revised burn plan (GP-TAM-NOW-0051).
• After our phone conversation on Friday 5th April 2019, Mick and I spoke to James Turner regarding this
species. He clarified the species name as P. scapula and provided us with some information on its formal
description (see document attached). He believed that the species was not fire-sensitive at the current
stage of its growth cycle, and that mechanical disturbance was the main threat to the species, including
scalping of the road side. A personal comment in the attached paper “Two New Species of Orchidaceae
from Victoria” (David Jones, 2017) notes that “strong robust plants occur in burnt habitats the season
following a summer bushfire”.

•

After our conversation with James, we provided Tambo Fuel Management team with the records and
advice he provided, including recommendations of low-intensity burning and no direct ignition of the
western slopes of Radar Hill.

The reason this species was neglected to be included in the original burn plan, when it was clearly a known
ecological value, due to the admission of previous impacts incurred by your department.

•

A desktop biodiversity values check for Tambo District’s Joint Fuel Management Plan (JFMP) including for
this planned burn was carried out in July 2018. During this process, values such as records from the
Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA), Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVCs), Forest Management Zones and
known infrastructure (such as signs, fences etc) are processed and mitigations are proposed and
submitted to the Tambo Fuel Management team. At the time of the values check, (and as of 11th April
2019), the records of Pterostylis scapula submitted by James Turner are not available on the VBA.

•

The VBA is the Victorian Government’s authoritative source of spatial data for threatened species. Due to
limited resources, there can be a delay between submission of records, expert review, and their
availability on the VBA. VBA users can contact the VBA team via email at
to
determine the status of submitted records. There may also be delays in the listing of threatened species
which can affect their inclusion in values checking processes.

Thank you again for notifying us of these records. If you have any further information on the location of species,
please let myself or my colleagues know.
As the VBA is our primary source of spatial data, it is vital that records are submitted. Please feel free to notify us
when you submit new data to the VBA.
Regards
Willow
Willow Bourke | Natural Environment Program Officer | Gippsland Region
Forest, Fire and Regions | Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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18. DELWP correspondence with environmental groups shows evidence that they
are becoming more secretive about supplying planned burns information to the
public.
(i) Exchange between DELWP Assistant Chief Fire Officer – Gippsland, Bethany Roberts
and GCFW in response to our efforts to obtain the burn plan.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RE: Re Burn GP-TAM-NOW-0051 - Updated version.
Tue, 7
May,
10:41

Bethany K Roberts (DELWP)

Hello Michelle,
I have acknowledged your concerns and in respect of these, offered twice to meet with you and progress to
a mutual understanding. I have taken from the emails below that you are not interested in this outcome.
Whilst burn plans may have been issued to the public in the past this was not done under any existing
departmental policy. As the purpose of a burn plan is an operational working document, releasing these to
the public in full can result in personal and sensitive information being distributed to the wider community.
Progressing through the Freedom of Information process ensures protected information is redacted
appropriately. For further information on this process I will direct you
to: https://www2.delwp.vic.gov.au/doing-business-with-us/freedom-of-information
Since receiving your last email I have acted on your behalf to fast forward a departmental policy and
process for releasing burn plan information to the public. We are actively working to resolve this, however
in the meantime, I have asked districts not to release full burn plans outside the existing Freedom of
Information process.
If you have further concerns that you believe need due consideration I will again offer to meet with you.
Kind regards,

Bethany Roberts |Assistant Chief Fire Officer Gippsland | Forest Fire Operations Division
Forest, Fire and Regions | Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

EA: Melissa Johnston
Sincerely
Beth
From: East Gippsland Community Fire Watch
Sent: Saturday, 4 May 2019 1:52 PM
To: Bethany K Roberts (DELWP)
Subject: Re: Re Burn GP-TAM-NOW-0051 - Updated version.
Dear Bethany,
I have received no reply to date, to my last correspondence with you on 23 April (see
pasted below). I asked about why we are being made to go through FOI now to obtain
burn plans. Can you please forward me the directive that ordered this change in
departmental policy, as well as explain why this has happened.
Kind regards,
Michelle Barnes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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I understand that this will be a frustrating change for you. Unfortunately there is little I can do to influence this
decision and I remain an avid supporter of transparency within government.
Tambo District has nothing to hide in regards to the Radar Hill burn, nor any other burn and I would provide a copy of
the burn plan if I could.
We have yet to capture any aerial imagery for this burn.
Regards
Mick
Mick Beckers BFSc(Hons) | Senior Forest Fire Management Officer - Fuel Management | Tambo District
Forest and Fire Operations Division
Forest, Fire and Regions | Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

www.delwp.vic.gov.au

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Subject:

"Louise Crisp"
23/04/2019 11:12 AM
Nowa Nowa - Radar hill burn plan

Dear Brad,
Thank you for your message this morning and clarification re the extent of Nowa Nowa – Nelson Rd planned burn.
On another matter, could we please obtain a copy of the Nowa Nowa – Radar Hill (GP-TAM-NOW-0051) burn plan and any
post-burn heat imaging that may have been recorded.
Thank you for your assistance.
Regards
Louise Crisp
Secretary GEG.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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19. GP-TAM-NOW-0051 burn plan operational map, supplied to GEG from FOI
office (but outside the process) June 3, 2019.
(i) Full map.

(ii) Zoomed maps with values of interest enlarged.

Overall DELWP values identified for this map, which is pitifully information-poor compared
to previous planned burn map sets obtained by the public.
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Note: ‘Riparian Scrub – Avoid Direct Ignition’ (top left) on Deadhorse Creek. The area was
incinerated anyway as the burn maintained itself weeks later. Luckily for Vic Forests, the
coupe managed to avoid incineration, after FFMV carefully avoid it.

Colquhoun Grevillea (Grevillea celata) and Green-striped Greenhood Orchid (also referred
to as Red-striped Tall Greenhood by Mitch Smith) at Radar Hill site. ‘No soil disturbance’
recommended for the Grevillea indicates the area should be treated gently.
It was highly disturbed by FFMV activity as a result of this burn. Trees were chopped
right on top of one population, while a large tree was uprooted right alongside another
population.
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20. Article by Gippsland Community Fire Watch – Bairnsdale Advertiser, May 24,
2019.
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21. Article by Lake Tyers Coast Action Group - The Lakes Post, May 29, 2019.
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Appendix
Visual evidence

Gippsland Community Fire Watch

Submission to the Senate Standing Committees on
Environment and Communications - Australia’s faunal
extinction crisis | September 2018
By Lisa Roberts and Michelle Barnes on behalf of Gippsland Community Fire
Watch
Visual evidence of the unprecedented destruction we are seeing on the ground in East Gippsland in the wake of
planned burns in a number of significant parks, reserves, state forests and bush roads in East Gippsland over the
past 4 years.
Gippsland Community Fire Watch observes the EPBC Act is not protecting threatened species in parks, reserves,
state forests and grasslands. Fire is a ‘key threatening process’ for many of the threatened species inhabiting
the ecosystems being targeted by planned burns. A vast suite of native species are currently under threat by
Victorian government planned burns, which are degrading and destroying critical habitat.
DEWLP Fire staff repeatedly say, they don’t have the resources to conduct on-ground pre or post burn fauna,
flora or cultural heritage surveys. A drastic increase in funding for research and learning is urgently required. Little
is known about the values that are being lost, or why.
This Appendix addresses the following terms of reference:
d) the adequacy of Commonwealth environment laws, including but not limited to the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, in providing sufficient protections for threatened fauna and against key
threatening processes;
e) the adequacy and effectiveness of protections for critical habitat for threatened fauna under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999;
f) the adequacy of the management and extent of the National Reserve System, stewardship arrangements,
covenants and connectivity through wildlife corridors in conserving threatened fauna;
h) the adequacy of existing funding streams for implementing threatened species recovery plans and preventing
threatened fauna loss in general;
i) the adequacy of existing monitoring practices in relation to the threatened fauna assessment and adaptive
management responses;
j) the adequacy of existing assessment processes for identifying threatened fauna conservation status;
k) the adequacy of existing compliance mechanisms for enforcing Commonwealth environment law; and
l) any related matters
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The Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve
950Ha of National Significance.

The Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve contains the largest remaining area on public land of
Forest Red Gum Grassy Woodland Community, listed as Nationally endangered. The sandy soils
support open forests and woodlands of white stringybark, shining peppermint, and Saw Banksia
with a heathy understorey. There are also smaller areas of fresh-water swamp communities. The
diversity of the vegetation provides a variety of habitat types, which support a diverse native fauna
population. More than 90 bird species alone have been recorded here
No management plan exists for the Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve despite it being a
reserve of National Significance.

The Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve July 2016
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The Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve
950Ha of National Significance.

The Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve (below) is an island within a sea of cleared farmland.
There are no wildlife corridors leading from Moormurng along which animals could disperse or
escape a fire.

In May 2016, 163 Ha of the 950Ha Moormurng Fauna Flora Reserve was burnt in a planned burn
According to the published Fire Operations Plan the reason for the burn was: ‘To provide
protection to the adjacent private property and assets by creating a fuel-reduced area which will
reduce overall fire hazard in the landscape to minimize the spread of bushfires.’
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The Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve
950Ha of National Significance.
May 2016: 163Ha prescribed burn
Burning was planned again Autumn 2018 as asset protection for the surrounding cleared land.
The Reserve is managed by Parks VIC but DELWP manage the burns

May 2016: Moormurng Forest Fauna and Flora Reserve 163Ha prescribed burn

May 2016: Moormurng Forest
Fauna and Flora Reserve 163Ha prescribed burn
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Banskia serrata is a keystone species with very high fauna values
This is what remains of the Banksia forest in the Moormurng Flora and Fauna Reserve
after the May 2016 control burn
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Blond Bay Wildlife Reserve
Blond Bay Reserve is another isolated ‘island reserve’ bordered by Lake Victoria
on one side and cleared farmland on the other. Maps only show the last 5 years fire
history. Another burn planned for 2018 (pink area). Mechanical works – roadside
clearing for orange lines. The proposed 2018 burn is not classed as ‘ecological’ as in
the previous photos - but as an Asset Protection Burn for the surrounding farmland
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Blond Bay Wildlife Reserve
Blond Bay Bay Burn 2014
Photos 2015: 9 months after burning.
This Parks Vic Wildlife Reserve at Blond Bay on the Gippsland Lakes has been burned in this way
- repeatedly ‘in an ecological mosaic’ over the past 15 years. This is not just one hot fire in this
reserve - its is one of many hot fires - in the name of ‘ecological practice’.
Below: Dead 100 plus year old plus hollow bearing habitat trees - right on and along the waters
edge. For scale, this hollow is at the height of a mans head
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The exotic weed Bridal Creeper, and highly flammable bracken colonising the burnt ground
Mature banksia trees are now dead and a fire hazard, their ability to support faunal life is
compromised

Blond Bay Bay Widlife Reserve
Burn
68 of
114 2014 | Photos 2015: 9 months after burning.
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Providence Ponds Flora and Fauna Reserve
There is no Parks Victoria Management Plan for Providence Ponds Flora and Fauna Reserve
(PPFFR)
Victoria’s rarest mammal the New Holland Mouse is found in PPFFR. The Nationally Endangered
New Holland Mouse is found in only 4 locations in Victoria. The New Holland Mouse has
disappeared from eight areas in 20 years up to 2008.
In May 2017 an area of PPFFR where the New Holland Mouse had been recorded in 2015/16 was
incinerated as part of a DELWP Planned burn

Photos:
NHM recorded
locations, PPFFR
photographed May
2017
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Photos top and middle: NHM recorded locations, PPFFR May 2017
Bottom: Dead, burnt remains of 100 year old calistemon bushes, PPFFR May 2017
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Marlo Bushland Reserve
2017 Autumn DELWP planned burn
Below: Healthy mature Banksia forest remnant (left).
Burnt coastal Banksia forest (right)
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The intensity of this burn has killed much of the life in this once healthy, diverse coastal
ecosystem, right down to the soil. Soil microbes and invertebrates play a crucial role in breaking
down fuel loads. The resilience of this ecosystem has now been severely reduced. Continued
frequent burning by FFMV will prevent it recovering, or ever reaching it’s maximum succession
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Below:Two months after the Autumn 2017 Marlo Bushland Reserve DELWP FFMV burn.
The only sign of life is a sea of flammable bracken.

Below: Two months after the Autumn 2017 Marlo Bushland Reserve DELWP FFMV burn.
Healthy tree felled as ‘hazardous’. This goes conveniently hand in hand with the firewood
industry.
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Ewings Marsh Wildlife Reserve

Significant species known to be at Ewings Marsh:
Greater Glider – vulnerable (National)
Southern Brown Bandicoot – endangered (National)
Green & Golden Bell frog – vulnerable (National)
Australasian Bittern – endangered (National)
Long-nosed Potoroo –vulnerable (National)
Powerful Owl – vulnerable (Vic FFG)
Square-tailed Kite – vulnerable (Vic FFG)
Southern Toadlet – vulnerable (Vic FFG)
Thick-lip Spider Orchid – vulnerable (National)
Slender Mudgrass – endangered (Vic FFG) – Ewings Marsh is it’s stronghold! Victorian distribution virtually restricted to here.
Martin’s Toadlet – critically endangered (Vic Advisory)
White-bellied Sea Eagle
Powerful Owl
Common Bent-wing Bat – threatened (Vic FFG)
Smaller Horeseshoe Bat – threatened (Vic FFG)
White-footed Dunnart – threatened (Vic FFG)
Eastern Pygmy Possum – threatened (Vic FFG)
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Left, Below: Ewings Marsh Wildlife
Reserve Autumn 2017
Swamp burnt by aerial incendiary
dropped from helicopter in the
nationally vulnerable Coastal
Lagoon Wetland environment.
The DELWP burn plan for Beach
Road said: ‘This EVC to remain
unburnt during burning operations.
This EVC is a wetland’
Aerial incendiaries were dropped
from a helicopter and burnt the
marsh habitat.
The Flash 21 incendiary used is a
Class 6 Poison
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Left and below: Ewings Marsh
Wildlife Reserve Autumn 2017
DELWP’s ‘Hazardous Tree Removal
Project’ occurs along tracks all
through this reserve. Large trees are
scarce in this area due to previous
logging
Roadside clearing. Mature hollowbearing trees felled. This is habitat
for species such as the Powerful
Owl and Greater Glider. It takes from
100-300 years to form hollows in
eucalypts. Frequent planned burning
prevents trees developing hollows.
Species reliant on hollows are
compromised
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Ewings Marsh Wildlife Reserve Autumn 2017
Roadside hazardous tree removal.
DELWP has a mandate not only to protect life & property, but to maintain and improve
ecosystem resilience
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DELWP’s Hazardous Tree Removal Program
COST : $7 million in 2015-16 state budget
Continued in 2016-17 – cost?
Trees removed from 100s kms of roads across Gippsland in state forests & national parks
by the end of 2016 -17
Bush roads are used as burn boundaries for planned burns
The levels of roadside clearing we currently see are excessive and unnecessary.
roadside clearing can exacerbate fire conditions by creating higher wind speeds, lower
humidity.
Roadside clearing is destroying habitat for vulnerable native fauna, may destroy cultural
heritage before it has been documented and creates a tourism eyesore in Victoria’s forests
Below: Blackfellow’s Track, Colquhoun State Forest March 2017
DELWP’s $7 million ‘Hazardous Tree Removal’ Project
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Where is the science behind DELWP’s ‘Hazardous Tree
Removal’ program?

A (2017) reply from the State Minister’s Environment office to a local resident concerned about the
hazardous tree removal on Scrivener’s Road states:
‘Trees are assessed for their hazard potential by qualified and experienced staff. Staff who hold
accreditations in intermediate or advanced manual tree felling and OR staff who hold an arborist
qualification are deemed to be qualified to assess trees. Staff who hold an accreditation of Fire
Line Crew Leader or above are deemed to have sufficient experience to carry out hazard tree
assessments.’
There appears to be:
No ecological assessments
No Cultural Heritage assessments
No appropriate, qualified staff making tree assessments
Roadside vegetation clearing in Victoria occurs at a vast landscape scale and has helped to
create catastrophic fires. This is not addressed by DELWP fire planning policy.
‘Wind speed plays a bigger role than temperature in creating dangerous conditions for bushfires.
Temperature is the third ranked factor in predicting severe bushfire weather conditions behind
wind speed and low humidity.’
Bureau of Meteorology physicist, and bushfire CRC researcher, Dr. Andrew Dowdy
Clearing trees along roads increases wind speeds by creating dangerous wind tunnels which very
effectively fan fires, reduce humidity, and thus increases fire severity and spread.
Below East Gippsland mechanical works map. Orange areas are mechanical works, bush road
widening and hazardous tree romoval
Source DELWP 2017
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Scrivener’s Road Colquhoun State Forest.

March 2017

Trees marked for hazardous tree removal by DELWP/ FFMV in early 2017. Most of these
trees were later felled. Valuable habitat destroyed
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Scrivener’s Road and Blackfellow’s Track Colquhoun State
Forest. near Lakes Entrance.
Photos: March 2017. Broad scale destruction, often stretching 20 – 40 meters into the bush

Below: Scriveners Rd, March 2017: Mature habitat box eucalypt trees marked as ‘hazardous’ and
later felled
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EPBC Greater Glider Conservation Advice:
Threat Factor : Habitat loss (through clearing, clearfell logging and the destruction of
senescent trees due to prescribed burning)
The species is absent from cleared areas, and has little dispersal ability to move between
fragments through cleared areas; low reproductive output and susceptibility to disturbance
ensures low viability in small remnants.
Roadside clearing in state forests have destroyed many hollow-bearing trees previously
left on the perimeter of logging coupes
Too intense or frequent fires. Severe Large Population loss or declines documented in
and after high intensity fires
Primary Conservation Actions
1. Reduce the frequency and intensity of prescribed burns.
2. Identify appropriate levels of patch retention, habitat tree retention, and logging rotation
in hardwood production.
3. Protect and retain hollow-bearing trees, suitable habitat and habitat connectivity

Left: Scrivener’s Road
Colquhoun State Forest.
Hazardous Tree removal
March 2017
Hollow bearing box
eucalypt tree on
Scrivener’s Road. This
tree was felled by DELWP/
FFMV and vanished,
presumably for firewood.
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Scrivener’s Road Colquhoun State Forest.

March 2017

Mature hollow bearing tree. This tree was felled by DELWP/ FFMV, and has vanished,
presumably for firewood. Locals had observed owls and gliders in this and nearby trees,
all now gone.
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Green Hills Nature Conservation Reserve
1400Ha ecological burn
May 2018

Landscape context
Green Hills NCR represents a high quality reserve containing montane grassland
and montane grassy woodland in the East Gippsland Uplands. Green Hills NCR is
surrounded by a large contiguous area of native vegetation within State Forest
Thesium australe is a rare, semi-parasitic herb, once widespread in grassy vegetation of
south-eastern Australia. The species has become rare since European settlement, and is
listed as Endangered in Victoria, where it is currently known only from a few montane sites
between Benambra and Wulgulmerang. The largest known population in Victoria is in Green
Hills Nature Conservation Reserve
Fauna
Green Hills NCR contains extensive areas of native vegetation that provide diverse
habitat for a range of fauna. The reserve is also likely to support a number of
threatened species, although no comprehensive survey of the fauna has been
undertaken.
Biosites
One Biosite is located within Green Hills NCR:
Site # 6995 ‘Green Hills’
Two different purposes for reservation apply to the Green Hills NCR under the
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978. Crown Allotments (CA) 4A and 3A, Section A are
temporarily reserved for the “conservation of an area of natural interest”, CA 2001
and 2002 Parish of Murrindal West and CA 2001, Parish of Nappa are temporarily
reserved for the “preservation of an area of ecological significance”. Despite the
slightly different purposes for reservation, all allotments are managed as a single
Nature Conservation Reserve.
The generic management objectives for Nature Conservation Reserves as defined by Parks
Victoria (2003) are:
Nature conservation reserves a) conserve and protect species, communities and
habitats of indigenous plants, animals and other organisms; b) provide for research
and study of the natural environment of the reserve where this is consistent with a)
and there is minimal impact on the reserve; c) provide opportunities for appropriate
enjoyment and recreation and education by the public where this does not conflict
with a); d) protect Aboriginal cultural sites and places; and e) protect historic features
in specific reserves where noted.
Nature conservation reserves are consistent with IUCN Protected Area Category Ia:
Strict Nature Reserve (NRE 1996).
Ref: Green Hills Nature Conservation Reserve Management Statement
Land Stewardship & Biodiversity, Department of Sustainability and Environment 2005
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On Sunday 26 May 2018 I visited Green Hills NCR, with the previous owner. The land was purchased
for a Reserve in 2000 and was assisted with funding from the National Reserve System Program of
the Commonwealth Government’s Natural Heritage Trust (Project No. N420 and N441).
The previous owner was absolutely devastated by what we saw. We observed at least 95% of the
total 600Ha grassland in the Reserve burnt or on still on fire.
Below top looking north Green Hills NCR 26 May 2018
Below bottom: Looking south Green Hills NCR 26 May 2018
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Above: Exclusion plot for Victoria’s rarest plant, Thesium australe - burnt all the way through
GHNCR 26 May 2018
Thesium australe is of one of Victoria’s rarest plants and this reserve contains the largest known
population of this plant
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As it was Sunday, we asked a DEWLP fire Crew who were onsite, what they were doing, they said
they were keeping an eye on the fire and said, It was a ‘biological burn’ to make it all better.” I said,
Do you believe that? and he said ‘Oh yeah course i do. Its very scientific.’ I asked if he had a burn
plan and he said ‘Of course we have a plan - we dont just chuck out matches. I said, I thought it
was meant to be a mosaic - where are the unburnt bits? He said ‘We left some unburnt bits down
in the gully, but you cant go down there cos its on fire and dangerous trees are dropping. If you
have a problem with it you can tell someone.’ When I asked who would be the best person to tell,
he said ‘you can write to the minister.’

The many exotic weeds such as thistles and briars (above and below) are still standing, with viable
seeds ready to colonise the bare ground. All the native grasses are burnt but you see how big the
clumps were and its probably would have been the most grass i would have seen anywhere in
Gippsland this dry autumn
GHNCR 26 May 2018
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Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017 Proposed 260Ha Fuel
Reduction Burn
Postponed 2017 because of community concerns

The purpose of the burn was to protect the Princes Hwy and the Gas line.
Below: Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017 Proposed 260Ha Fuel Reduction Burn.
Shaded pink areas shows the 5 year planned burn history in in the surrounding Colquhuon State
Forest

Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa
2017 Proposed 260Ha Fuel
Reduction Burn

The 260Ha burn site fronts onto Nowa Nowa Arm (Lake Tyers) south east of, and down wind of
the Nowa Nowa township. The burn site is an island, bordered by Nelsons Rd and private cleared
land to the north, the Princes Highway to the west and Nowa Nowa Arm (Lake Tyers) on the south
and east
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The proposed Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017 260Ha Fuel Reduction Burn site was situated
on Nowa Nowa Arm, Lake Tyers, near the site of where the mini-series, the Secret River was
recently filmed. It was chosen by the producers as an environment that looked the most like a preEuropean landscape. Beyond the Lowland Forest buffer is cleared private land.

February 2017. The proposed burn site has high ecological values and contains threatened and
fire sensitive EVCs: These EVC’s are buffered by Lowland Forest - unburnt for 60yrs. Beyond the
Lowland Forest buffer is cleared private land.
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By burning this site, there is a risk of losing older habitat trees, particularly those with hollows,
completely wiping out stands of various banksia species and damaging rainforest gullies and
wetlands and compromising the lowland forest buffer zone. By killing or damaging understory
and canopy over this site, there will be a build up in obligate seeders and flammable bracken identified as such by the 1939 Royal Commission.
Below: February 2017 Proposed Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017 260Ha Fuel Reduction Burn site

The only escape from the burn site for larger mammals is onto cleared land to the north or over
the Princes Highway to the west. There is the risk of the loss of powerful owls, nesting sea eagles,
isolated populations of lyrebirds and small ground dwelling and arboreal mammals to fire, post
fire predation and increased impact of fallow deer, rabbits and foxes. Fire kills reptiles, frogs, bats,
nestling birds and many small mammals, especially young native animals in nests and pygmy
possums and koalas.
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This site was to be lit up using
Flash 21 aerial and ground
incendiaries, all of which would
wash into the lake system.
Flash 21 incendiary is a Schedule
6 poison.
Numerous fresh water streams
flow out of the burn site and into
the Lake.

Fire retardants may need to be used, this too will wash straight into Lake Tyers, potential
damaging estuarine and aquatic communities. The soils on the hill above the Lake are sandy
and prone to high erosion once vegetation cover is removed.

Above: February 2017 Proposed Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017 260Ha Fuel Reduction Burn
site. Fresh water streams running off the site and into Lake Tyers
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Below: February 2017 Proposed Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017 260Ha Fuel Reduction Burn site
This is the some of the long unburnt (70 yrs) limestone box forest in the site - it has a low fuel load
at ground level and seems to have reached a great level of regulating and breaking down it’s own
fuels in the absence of fire.
DELWP Fire Managers said at a community meeting, this site “was outside it’s tolerable fire
interval and needed to be burnt”

Burning this site will remove the ground cover, compromise or destroy old hollow trees, leaving
small mammals, birds at risk of predation and loss of food supply and shelter. By killing
oecophorid caterpillars and other leaf eating insects, snails, cockroaches etc., there will be a fuel
build up and this will increase the fire risk to the local residents.
Generalised ‘fuel load’ assessments of bark and litter ignore the keystone fuel reduction capacity
of small mammals, termites, other insects and fungi to break down so called fuel load.
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The February 2017 Proposed Nelsons Road Nowa Nowa 2017
260Ha Fuel Reduction Burn was only postponed due to intense
lobbying by concerned citizens.
At community meetings, DELWP Fire Managers have repeatedly said that they do not have the
resources to conduct pre or post burn on-ground fauna, flora or cultural heritage surveys. How
can we know what we are losing without any current comprehensive on-ground baseline data?
In 2015/16, costs to taxpayers for DELWP’s planned burning policy: Gippsland $46,585,073;
Statewide $275,044,200 (Reducing Victoria’s bushfire risk on public land Fuel management
report 2015-16)
Of the $88,946,465 for Victoria Indirect Fuel Management Costs, Research and Learning is
only accorded 1% of the budget.
This tiny percentage of funds allocated to research and learning might reflect the pryomaniacal
race to burn the bush, the faunal extinction crisis and the on-going ecological damage to native
forests and eco-systems, as we are witnessing right now in East Gippsland.

Below: Reducing Victoria’s bushfire risk on public land Fuel management report 2015-16 Forest
Fire Management Victoria: Page 28
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